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MEETING AGENDA 

CALL TO ORDER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Mr. Frazier called the meeting to order at 10:02 a.m. and Mr. 
Garcia led the pledge of allegiance. 

A. ROLLCALL 

Name Present Telecon- Absent 
ference 

Mr. Frazier X 
Mr. Garcia X 
Mr. Brandau X 
Mr. Bredefeld X 
Ms. Auston X 
Mr. Janzen X 
Ms. Vance X 
Mr. Gresham X 
Mr. Donnelly X 
Mr. Cash 
Ms. Lucchesi 
Ms. Finn 
Ms. Forhan X 
Mr. Gibson X 

Ms. Raus confirmed a quorum was present. 
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Late 

10:06 
10:05 
10:07 



Legal Counsel Present: David Pai , Deputy Attorney General 
Deborah Halberstadt, Deputy Attorney General 

Staff Present: John Shelton, Executive Officer 
Rebecca Raus, Associate Governmental Program Analyst 
Vanessa Gavina, Staff Services Analyst 
Heidi West, Program Manager, San Joaquin River Conservancy 
Projects, Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB) 

B. ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA 
Items identified after preparation of the agenda for which there is a need to take immediate action. 
Two-thirds vote required for consideration. (Gov. Code §54954.2(b )(2)) 

There were no additions to the Agenda. 

C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
Any Board member who has a potential conflict of interest may identify the item and recuse 
themselves from discussion and voting on the matter. (FPPC §97105) 

There were no potential conflicts of interest. 

D. PUBLIC COMMENT & BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR 
Ten minutes of the meeting are reserved for members of the public who wish to address the 
Conservancy Board on items of interest that are not on the agenda and are within the subject 
matter jurisdiction of the Conservancy. Speakers shall be limited to three minutes. The Board is 
prohibited by law from taking any action on matters discussed that are not on the agenda; no 
adverse conclusions should be drawn if the Board does not respond to the public comment at this 
time. 

There were no comments from the floor. 

E. CONSENT CALENDAR 
All items listed below will be approved in one motion unless removed from the Consent 
Calendar for discussion: 

E-1 ACTION ITEM: Approve Minutes of June 26, 2019 

Mr. Shelton mentioned a member of the public noticed a discrepancy in a particular sentence 
from the previous minutes. He stated he would like to make a correction regarding the last item 
that was reported out of closed session in regards to the San Joaquin River Access Coalition 
(SJRAC) versus the San Joaquin River Conservancy (SJRC). The correction should read as 
follows, "Mr. Brown reported out of the Executive Session and stated with respect to item H 1 
regarding San Joaquin River Access Coalition versus the SJRC and specified Board members, 
and an ad hoc committee was formed to enter into settlement discussions with the San Joaquin 
River Access Coalition." 

Ms. Forhan moved to approve the Consent Calendar, with the minutes amended as 
recommended; the motion was seconded by Ms. Auston. The motion passed as follows: 

Roll Call Vote: 
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Name YES NO ABSTAIN 

Mr. Frazier X 
Mr. Garcia X 
Mr. Brandau X 
Mr. Bredefeld X 
Ms. Auston X 
Mr. Janzen X 
Ms. Vance X 
Mr. Gresham X 
Mr. Donnelly X 
Ms. Lucchesi X 
Ms. Finn X 
Ms. Forhan X 
Mr. Gibson X 

F. REGULAR SESSION ITEMS 

F-1 ACTION ITEM: Authorize Funding and a Multi-Benefit Water Quality, Water 
Supply, Ecosystem and Watershed Protection and Restoration Grant (2018-2019 Cycle) 
to River Partners for the Restoration Planning and Permitting at Ball Ranch and Willow 
Unit Project 

Staff Recommendation: It is recommended the Board approve $375,690 in Proposition 1 (2014) 
bond funds and a grant agreement with River Partners to implement the Ball Ranch Habitat 
Restoration Planning and (California Environmental Quality Act) CEQA Project. Wildlife 
Conservation Board (WCB) authorization would be requested at their November 2019 meeting. 

Mr. Shelton reported that in 2017, River Partners completed an Opportunities Analysis on the 
Conservancy's Ball Ranch and the Department of Fish and Wildlife's Willow Unit properties. In 
the Analysis, River Partners has identified 78 contiguous acres (Phase 1) of both Ball Ranch and 
the Willow Unit that would provide habitat and species benefits if restored in the near future. He 
noted that River Partners' Ball Ranch habitat restoration planning proposal is among the Multi
Benefit Ecosystem and Watershed Protection and Restoration competitive grants recommended 
by the Evaluation Panel. The project will result in a CEQA filing for the entire 604-acre project site 
as well as site-specific plan for implementation of Phase 1. River Partners will also complete a 
hydraulic analysis and obtain an Encroachment Permit from the Central Valley Flood Protection 
Board. 

He noted that the Conservancy received two Prop 1 planning proposals during the solicitation. 
Due to the limited funding for planning projects under Prop 1, the Conservancy had to decide 
which proposal would be funded under Prop 1 and which would be funded under other 
Conservancy's bond funds. River Partners' proposal is being recommended under Prop 1 funds. 

The Tesoro Viejo River Access project was also referenced. The State Land's Commission (SLC) 
is the lead agency for the CEQA process for the Tesoro Viejo project. Mr. Shelton stated that 
these two projects are separate projects with different objectives and CEQA lead agencies 
although they are close geographically. It is uncertain which agency will proceed with CEQA first, 
but each CEQA lead will collaborate and coordinate with the other. 
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Ms. Finn inquired about funding , particularly if there was enough Prop 1 funding available for 
planning. 

Mr. Shelton responded that there will be enough funding to move ahead with this planning grant 
if the Department of Water Resources' (DWR) proposal uses other bond funds. 

Ms. Finn then asked where was the competitiveness of Prop 1 funding because she did not see 
any scoring. 

Mr. Shelton replied that we had three proposals that were evaluated by a review committee. One 
was ruled out by the committee because there wasn't a solid scientific basis incorporated into the 
proposal, and the other two were deemed worthwhile. He explained that SJRC does not usually 
get enough proposals to require a financial limitation on moving forward on successful proposals 
since there is typically enough funding for all the proposed projects. Initially, both DWR's and 
River Partners proposals were budgeted at amounts that SJRC's Prop 1 remaining planning funds 
were sufficient to fund both. The determination of the committee was to work together with both 
applicants to get the proposals to best fit SJRC's vision and needs, including the permitting 
process. For River Partners, the main work was to make sure CEQA coverage was done in a way 
that would be comprehensive, and to move permitting into the final phase. 

Ms. Finn requested to clarify that it was a competitive process, it was one of three projects, and 
there was scoring compared to other bids. 

Mr. Shelton stated that it was. Staff from WCB, Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW), SLC, 
participated in the committee. This committee met, discussed and ranked the projects, and then 
combined individual members scoring into a committee ranking. If a proposal didn't receive the 
minimum points or better, then it was not successful and not recommended for funding. One 
proposal did not meet the minimum. The other two were recommended for funding with 
modifications. 

Mr. Gibson asked for the jurisdictional overlap between Ball Ranch and Willow Unit. 

Mr. Shelton answered that DFW's boundary wines along the river. Most river access areas are 
under DFW's management, and SJRC has an area that is south of the river over to Little Dry 
Creek. The existing fence lines do not necessarily reflect property lines; however, SJRC will be 
working with the DFW to determine under mutual agreement the best way to manage the 
restoration areas. 

Mr. Gibson inquired if the location of the area was near the Cemex plant. 

Ms. Vance responded that the Cemex footprint is larger than their ownership, meaning they've 
encroached significantly on State property to explain why the boundary lines did not match up. 

Mr. Shelton added that in discussions with Ms. Vance and staff at DFW, proposing a management 
plan together would be beneficial. If fencing was out there to exclude people from the ecological 
reserve, it would be fashioned in straight lines instead of pockets. He noted that Daniel Vasquez 
from WCB has been tasked to lead this effort, but the discussions are just at the initial phase. 

Mr. Janzen mentioned that there are two issues to consider: cost (per acres), and the length of 
time. He inquired if there is any way to have a nursery or something along those lines to have a 
head start. 
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Mr. Shelton replied that it was not in his Executive Officer report because discussions have not 
come that far yet, but he is in progress of working with Clovis Community's Science Department 
regarding greenhouse technology to acquire trees, shrubs, grass and any other herbaceous 
plants on a continual basis. Also, he is working with San Joaquin River Parkway and Conversation 
Trust, as they have already successfully used Scout Island to grow plants. It was mentioned that 
there is a lot of wooded material coming out of the forest right now, and a vital thing that has been 
ascertained with restoration projects is that if there is biomass and mulch, plants can usually 
survive better. Mr. Shelton would like to find a way use the forest material for that process. That 
is a long-term and complicated discussion, but conceptual discussions were held with the Director 
of Cal Fire and the Executive Officer of the Forestry Board, and both were interested. 

Ms. Maggie Boberg, the San Joaquin Valley Regional Director of River Partners commented that 
they are growing plants from a local nursery to help with additional acres of future restoration. 

Mr. Shelton responded to Mr. Janzen's issue of time. Some of our better land in Ball Ranch does 
need help in certain areas. However, as areas start getting nicer, the permitting process gets 
more complicated because we are making some success. Also, having an ecological reserve next 
door, it makes the coordination difficult. Timing is being taken into consideration, and that it is an 
issue. However, staff is working hard to get to the point of implementation. He feels confident 
about it moving forward. 

Ms. Boberg mentioned that one of the things they wanted to avoid was having too short of a 
timeline for obtaining permits 

Mr. Frazier asked if there were any members of the public wishing to comment on the action item. 
None was brought before the Board. He called a close to the public comments portion and brought 
it back to the Board for action. 

It was moved by Ms. Forhan and seconded by Mr. Gibson to approve staff's 
recommendation for Item F-1. The members unanimously passed the motion as follows: 

Roll Call Vote: 

Name 

Mr. Frazier 
Mr. Garcia 
Mr. Brandau 
Mr. Bredefeld 
Ms. Auston 
Mr. Janzen 
Ms. Vance 
Mr. Gresham 
Mr. Donnelly 
Mr. Cash 
Ms. Lucchesi 
Ms. Finn 
Ms. Forhan 
Mr. Gibson 

YES 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

NO ABSTAIN 
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F-2 ACTION ITEM: Authorize Bond Funds and Grant to the California Department of 
Water Resources to implement the Milburn Pond Planning, Design and CEQA Project 

Staff Recommendation: It is recommended the Board approve $622,512.00 in bond funds and a 
grant agreement with the Department of Water Resources (DWR) to implement the Milburn Pond 
Planning, Design and CEQA Project on the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) 
property. Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB) authorization would be requested at their November 
2019 meeting. 

Mr. Shelton noted that this item is complicated, and that the Conservancy has funded DWR in the 
past to do an alternatives analysis on Milburn Pond. The Conservancy and DWR have been 
working directly with DFW as they are the underlying property owner. The main part of the project 
is to isolate the pond from the river as part of the San Joaquin River Restoration Program 
(SJRRP). A vital issue is that juvenile salmon can get trapped in the gravel pits that are open to 
river. DFW, DWR, the Conservancy, The Bureau of Reclamation, and others have been working 
to try and isolate these ponds. Once isolated, trout can be potentially planted, if the conditions are 
right for them to survive. However, trout cannot be planted in ponds connected to the river, since 
there is the possibility for interbreeding with steelhead. The goal of the project is to improve wildlife 
and ecosystem resources including the protection of salmon, but alternatives will be considered 
through this planning process for fisherman's access. This phase of the project is to do the final 
design of the levee repair to isolate the pond; and to complete CEQA planning on all the remaining 
phases which include other restoration and recreation opportunities. This phase will result in a 
project that is ready for implementation that will isolate the pond from the river. For the other two 
phases, restoration actions and recreational facilities, final design would need to be accomplished 
at a later date. DFW would need to approve any implementation project since they are the 
landowner. DFW staff has mentioned that recreational access will likely not happen in the future. 
This was stated in the past, but will be reiterated in the CEQA documentation. The total cost is 
$1.4 million, and of that, the Conservancy is being asked to fund a little over $600,000. The 
SJRRP, through DWR, is funding the rest. It's a well leveraged project. Many of the benefits go 
to the salmon restoration program, and there are overlapping benefits for the Conservancy. After 
working with the WCB and Conservancy staff on the initial proposal, this project funding 
requirements are beyond the limit of what can be funded with our remaining Prop 1 funds for 
planning. However, Prop 1 can be utilized in the future with agreement from the Board and WCB 
for the future implementation stage. The Conservancy and WCB staff have identified other grant 
funds that are able to fund this. If it is approved today, the Conservancy will go to the next WCB 
meeting and will finalize which fund will be utilized 

Ms. Finn inquired if the Conservancy is asking them to approve without a funding source, and if 
it's allowable. Also, if it's too much to delegate to staff to determine the funding source. 

Ms. Heidi West from WCB added that she is preparing the project to bring to WCB's November 
Board meeting, and her supervisor, Elizabeth Hubert, has identified Prop 40 funds will likely be 
the source of funding for this project. 

Mr. Donnelly commented that there is also Prop 84 funding to help with this project, as well. He 
mentioned that the Conservancy has prop funds in 12, 40, as well as 84, sitting on the books now. 
There is plenty of funding for this. However, it is recommended that staff look into how much 
funding is available and how much still needs to be appropriated. He mentioned that they are 
going to recommend Prop 40 from their Board. He also recommended to include an allocation for 
approval using Prop 40 funds from this Board. 
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Ms. Finn stated that the project management component says "manage all aspects of the scope 
of work, which includes developing and directing work." She inquired if that is project management 
for the future construction that they're funding, or is it just project management for the CEQA and 
planning part. 

Mr. Shelton clarified that it is only the CEQA and planning part. 

Mr. Frazier stated his issue with it is that it's going past what was initially considered for this 
project. Originally when they voted on it, there was still going to be access, and that seems to be 
changing into a different project. How can it be ensured that this is the same project the Board 
had initially went forward with? 

Ms. Vance answered that in regards to public access it is part of the San Joaquin Valley Ecological 
Reserve, which is not open to the public, nor has it ever been. She further explained that in 1995 
and 1997, a levee blew out, which made this waterbody connected to State Land's jurisdiction 
unnavigable waters. Hence, there are two conflicting regulations. She added that this particular 
pond was never legally or publically accessible, at least as far as the California Code Regulation 
for an Ecological Reserve. Isolating it would benefit fish and wildlife. She understands concerns 
for recreation. An analysis was done regarding the potential to plant trout in the pond, and to allow 
some different types of access. This would not be the same as floating in through the river, but it 
would serve a similar constituency. Also, it appears that the pond, when isolated, might not be 
the best for supporting trout due to high temperatures and pond configuration. It is still possible 
that something like what is done at Sycamore Island on an event basis, would work. However, 
she doesn't believe it will work at this time. It was mentioned that there are some other hurdles 
with the recreational element. DFW does not have adequate funds for operation and 
maintenance .. Having a regular and consistent public access element takes resources that DFW 
does not have. In addition, DFW has the California Code of Regulations restrictions as currently 
written and would have to go before the Fish & Game Commission in order to make changes to 
allow a significant amount of public access. It is something that can be evaluated the future, but 
there are some significant hurdles. 

Mr. Frazier asked how this pond was created, and if it was created through mining. 

Ms. Vance indicated that it was a mining pit that was unrecaptured during the flood. 

Mr. Frazier questioned why it was targeted as a key ecological preserve. 

Ms. Vance specified that the resources that were targeted with the creation of San Joaquin 
Ecological Reserve are primarily riparian habitat and fish and wildlife that associated with it. Even 
if the pond is artificial, it still has resources associated with it such as riparian vegetation. 

Mr. Frazier asked if in the benefit to the salmon, it separates predatory fish. 

Ms. Vance responded that there are two things that happen with ponds like this: areas will be 
mined out leaving a pit next to the river; and since there is usually a non-engineered berm that 
separates it from the river, when there are high flows, the berm fails and the pond gets "captured". 
Since there is not sufficient material to fill these ponds, the only alternative is to isolate them. They 
support warm water fish, which are predators of salmon. They also produce higher water 
temperatures than can support trout and salmon. Also, stranding issues occur in these ponds 
when salmon migrate upstream, and if fish end up in a pond, the pond becomes a dead-end if the 
fish cannot find a way out. 

Mr. Frazier asked if there were any other questions. 
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Mr. Janzen inquired about public trust easement boundaries, as they seemed to go over into 
private land. 

Mr. Shelton clarified that those are the SLC's mapping of the historic low water, and everything 
between those boundaries are state lands. Everything from the historic high water are public trust 
lands. This is similar to the controversies at the coast regarding beach access. Fisherman should 
be able to get into the public trust lands for access to the river. Because the laws in this regards 
are based on historic maps, you will see places within the Conservancy that do not always line 
up with the current river. 

Ms. Lucchesi agreed and further added that the state's sovereign ownership and property interest 
are based on what the boundaries of unnavigable water were when the state entered the union 
in 1850. As the river changes, whether naturally or artificially, this dictates where those boundaries 
have moved or whether they're fixed based on the historic flows of the river. She mentioned that 
they have embarked on a major administrative mapping effort of the San Joaquin River based on 
case law, which she referenced, "the State's fee ownership is from the low watermark riverward, 
and the State retains on behalf of the public, an easement over possibly privately fee owned land 
between the low watermark and the high watermark." That easement is what is referenced as 
trust easement, and that is property interest of the State holds on behalf of public. 

Mr. Janzen asked if the owner that owned a piece of the property on the right of the map knew 
that SLC shared a great interest over there property? 

Ms. Lucchesi stated that she couldn't speak on that. However, she mentioned that their title 
insurance would reflect the State's property interest. 

Mr. Shelton mentioned that having worked on these issues within other parts of the San Joaquin 
River system, about 20-25 years ago, a lot of property owners were not aware, which usually 
meant that the counties were not aware of this law. Over the last few decades, that information is 
much more accessible. Developers and people who work alongside rivers understand it because 
they run into it quite a bit. He believes that a lot of the property owners in our area know about it 
because of the San Joaquin River Restoration Program. Anyone who has dealt with the 
Conservancy in purchasing land understands that we cannot buy state fee land, as it is already 
the State's. It is a complicated discussion to have with land owners when negotiating for purchase. 

Ms. Lucchesi concurred and clarified any potential confusion regarding property owners, 
boundaries, and claims of property interest. She mentioned that it is not just isolated to the San 
Joaquin River, but there have been similar discussions throughout the state, both on inland 
navigable waterways and along the coast. 

Mr. Gibson asked if the adjacent downstream land by the golf course belongs to the Conservancy. 

Mr. Shelton responded that that it is called Bluff Pointe, or referred to as the Liddell Property. He 
further clarified that Bluff Pointe Golf Course is on the Liddell property. 

Mr. Gibson questioned what the entire acreage was, and would he estimate that the parcel size 
was comparable to that of Sycamore Island. 

Mr. Shelton replied that it was, and that Milburn Pond was one of the biggest ponds we have on 
the system. The Liddell property also have a couple of good sized ponds, but they are a quarter 
of the size of the Milburn Pond. 

Mr. Gibson stated that this is one of our fastest growing urban population areas and referenced 
Sierra Sky Park. He asked whether the Parkway Master Plan was to make this property function 
like Sycamore Island since Sycamore Island has been a success on the Madera side. He 
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understands that this project is to meet restoration needs, but that we have a huge need for public 
space and parks. He asked where we were going with this. 

Mr. Brandau answered that the only part of that statement that he could address with certainty 
was that Fresno was definitely growing, and that all along Herndon we are going to see multi
family, single-family residential and commercial buildings. The remaining isolated fig orchards are 
probably going to be removed in the next 20-30 years. The population will continue to boom 
including the area west of Highway 99. When Veteran's Boulevard is completed, this part of the 
San Joaquin River will be very accessible for those residents west of Highway 99. He stated he 
would do more investigation into the Master Plan for open space and its connection to the county 
and would talk more to Paul about it offline He would be more prepared to speak about it next 
meeting. He will get some answers from the City. However, there will be a population increase, 
so more people are going to find their way to the San Joaquin River. 

Mr. Shelton explained that the Perez's are the ones that have the lease with the Conservancy at 
Bluff Pointe. He stated that the Conservancy is looking to renew and change the lease to some 
degree. The Perez's had mentioned to him that people park their cars in their parking lot to have 
river access and they find this use of their parking lot somewhat of a problem. However, Mr. 
Shelton sees it as an opportunity because they can charge an entrance/parking fee and use that 
to open up the area. He's had some discussions about alternatives for the Liddell Property to 
increase public access. The Conservancy owns an access road from the neighborhood that leads 
to the old koi fish farm. That access road isn't the best because it is steep road, but it is paved. In 
the future, the Conservancy would like to open the property up, not just for golfers, but for public 
access-for potential fishing, canoeing, and kayaking. However, it is all discussions at this point. 

Mr. Frazier asked if there were any other questions/comments, and then opened it up for public 
comment. 

Mr. Win Peirsol, a Fresno resident, has been in Fresno for ten years and said he enjoys using 
Milburn Pond. He inquired why one recreational fishing population is being destroyed to 
reestablish trout (which has not been in the pond for a lengthy amount of time). 

Mr. Louis Moosios, owner of San Joaquin Guide Service, mentioned that his family has owned 
property close to the Milburn Pond for over 100 years. He stated that currently there is totally legal 
access to the pond, but there are no future plans for DWR to open this up to the public. He 
referenced issues that he had with Sycamore Island, saying that public access has been blocked 
to important parts of the river and that building structures along it have made it an eyesore, as 
well as harming the ecosystem. He stated that in the past 60-70 years, millions of tons of gravel 
have been taken out of the river, not only in gravel ponds, but in 90% of the river channel between 
Friant Dam and Highway 99; and none of which have been replaced because of Friant Dam. He 
further speculated that this has lowered the average height of river's surface by several feet. He 
recommended a few solutions to his concerns, stating that planning should be shelved until the 
restoration section is more fully implemented. Another alternative is go back to preliminary 
planning and find a way to not impede public access. 

Ms. Anna Wattenbarger, commented that shortly after the pond was acquired, there were 
improvements that were made. There was a pier on the pond and signage regarding wildlife and 
the habitat. She was a docent leading school field trips to that property. According to her, there 
was an access road between the river and the pond. It was also mentioned that there was an 
annual fishing day sponsored by DFW. She emphasized that it has been used for recreation, and 
that she feels certain that it will continue to be utilized the more that population increases in that 
area. 
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Ms. Jan Piersol, a Madera resident, stated that she is an avid fisherman. After listening to issues 
regarding Milburn Pond, she feels that it hasn't been researched enough and that it should be 
reassessed to figure out how much money it will take to be funded. Also, what are the benefits of 
isolating the pond? She mentioned that part of the Conservancy's mission is to oversee public 
access along the river, and urged the Board to reconsider allowing public access. Interest was 
expressed in being part of the Board Committee. 

Mr. Frasier responded that she could find out more information through his office. 

Mr. Tom Bohigian, resident of Fresno, asserted that in the past 100 years, the river has been 
diverted, dammed, mined, and fenced off. He supports public access in as many places as 
possible; however, he understands the staff recommendation. He referenced the success at 
Sycamore Island, and likened this project to it. This is vital because when Friant Dam was 
completed, 98% of water went to other beneficial uses and the river basically went away for many 
miles. Now there is a good opportunity, because through technology, there has been success in 
seeing salmon come back. However, that cannot happen if these pits remain accessible to the 
river, and that's why this project is important. He said that this project is complicated but 
significant, and he knows that it'll work to accomplish this goal. Salmon have been reproducing, 
which hasn't happened much since 1945 when the dam was built. He encouraged us to move 
forward with this project. 

Mr. David L'Argeant, a resident from Clovis, asked how many bass and striped bass are in the 
San Joaquin River that are coming up through the delta since the water has been high. He doesn't 
know how isolating the pond from predatory fish is going to save too many salmon. Also, he 
doesn't believe it will justify all the money it will take to fund this project, along with eliminating the 
recreation. 

Mr. Louis Moosios mentioned that there are other ways to go about this project without having to 
limit it access. Making a fish barrier was suggested, as it would prevent fish from that area, but 
still allow access to people. 

Mr. Frazier asked if there were any more comments and brought a close to the public comment 
section. 

Mr. Brandau stated that he's heard from both sides, and he doesn't feel ready to vote on this issue 
until they get more facts. He asked if other options, other than the ones presented, considered 
creating a barrier between predatory fish and the salmon, or was pond isolation only looked at. 

On inquiry from Mr. Brandau, Mr. Shelton responded that several different alternatives were 
looked at, and to keep in mind that one of the main purposes of restoring this levee in this area is 
to help it withstand another flood event. Therefore, it is not just closing the gap with a net or 
screen, but going back and reengineering part of the gap to make sure that it is resilient. Looking 
at the alternatives, and how to engineer it in a way that it can withstand flooding events but also 
allow boats access, would be ideal. Mr. Shelton believes that the engineering information is 
available. He referenced other projects that he has worked on in the Delta where this has 
happened, but mentioned that usually a project like this has a tremendous capital cost - in the 
millions - or the operations cost and having personnel there to manage it, would make these 
alternatives infeasible. Mr. Shelton invited Mr. Dave Encinas from DWR to provide more 
clarification. 

Mr. Encinas explained that they initially had an alternative where a culvert with a fish screen was 
considered to prevent fish from moving back and forth. In order to do this, there would need to be 
some type of barrier to prevent fish from entering, but allow boaters to go through. He mentioned 
that it is very challenging. Originally, that one alternative was looked at, and then a focus group 
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was developed including Mr. Moosios, along with staff from DFW and DWR, and several other 
members of the public. Comments and suggestions were mulled over, and time was spent to 
figure out how to make these ideas feasible. This was a preliminary evaluation. A heightened 
degree of development has not been done with these alternatives, but enough to try to understand 
what the main issues are. They have drafted a report on this; however, the report is not final and 
will come out through the Conservancy and WCB when finalized. 

Mr. Brandau asked if this report will explain why certain strategies were rejected over others. 

Mr. Encinas clarified that nothing has been rejected yet. They have a preliminary design and a 
preferred alternative that they are using to move forward in order to understand costs, and move 
forward to the next phase. However, it still has to go through the CEQA process. That is a big part 
of what this requested funding is for in order to accomplish this next phase. By going through a 
more rigorous evaluation of alternatives, it is expected that at least one alternative will look at 
boating access. Based on what has been observed, it would be challenging to find an alternative 
that is feasible cost-wise, that allows boat access and keeps fish from moving back and forth 
between the pond and the river, but he is open to ideas. DWR will take these ideas and try to 
make them work. 

Mr. Brandau commented that he had to leave early, and that he was not going to ask any more 
questions today; however, his preference would be to meet with Mr. Encinas to get some more 
information and understand it more. Also, he would like to meet with a few members of the public 
who have concerns. He was not quite ready to vote on it, but if the Board did, he wouldn't be 
supporting it. 

Mr. Gibson stated that he has floated into Milburn Pond once, and from his recollection , it was a 
large opening. He asked if there was only one opening. 

Mr. Encinas replied that there is one connection that is a year-round connection, but there is 
another area that is connected at higher flows. 

Mr. Gibson queried if the fisherman who spoke were talking about motorized access. 

Mr. Encinas responded that it his understanding that motorized boats are not allowed, but he 
couldn't speak on whether they actually enter. 

Mr. Moosios concurred and said it was only non-motorized vehicles. 

Mr. Gibson asked Mr. Encincas if he was familiar with the Sycamore ponds and if the Milburn 
pond is substantially larger. 

Mr. Encinas answered that it was substantially larger than Sycamore, and that off the top of his 
head, it was 6-8 times larger. 

Mr. Gibson said it is an amazing natural resource, and until they get into the CEQA phase, it can't 
be properly planned. He mentioned that we have a public that we need to respond to, and 
although excellent points have been made, public access and planning needs to be discerned. 
He urged the Board to start planning for Milburn Pond, and helping to incorporate some of the 
concerns of the public. 

Mr. Frazier added that Sycamore Island has been a success, but it is substantially smaller than 
Milburn Pond. There are not as many recreational opportunities that would fit, similarly. He agreed 
that we need to plan for it; however, a huge portion of it has to be public access. To take this 
away, which has been used for a long time, would be difficult. He would prefer not to do that and 
sides with more access. This is a place with a lot of public access, where people can enter and 
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do recreational activities. He speculated that maybe the public's frustration stems from planning 
not going in the direction of allowing or keeping it open. It seems that planning is going more 
towards isolation and removing public access. Mr. Frazier expressed concern that when planning 
initially started, it was to get all the benefits of isolating the pond, which he supports, but he was 
under the impression that there was still going to be some access and navigability. To start 
planning and taking public access out of the equation, he is hesitant to do that. 

Ms. Vance responded that there is a lot of focus on public access, and the San Joaquin Ecological 
Reserve's purpose is not for public access. Its purpose is for conservation and protection. When 
the overall parkway conservancy stretch is examined, Ecological Reserve (ER) parcels are set 
aside for fish and wildlife, and the Conservancy and State Parks parcels are supposed to be 
targeted for public access. Overall, it makes the mosaic of protected and accessible. If everything 
is completely accessible, then the same resources will not be present. It was emphasized that it 
important to have the mosaic of protected and accessible. The ER parcels are supposed to be 
the parcels that are protected. She urged not to think about this location as you would a 
Conservancy parcel because the intent is different. 

Mr. Frazier added that because of where the State lands overlap it is complicated. He expressed 
trepidation that being historically accessible, enhancing it, and then ending public access; since 
availability has been present since the '85 breach. 

Mr. Shelton weighed in saying that it currently going through the CEQA process where different 
alternatives are being weighed. Staff has pushed hard to make sure that public recreation should 
still be analyzed within the CEQA document. We should be able to explain the status of DFW's 
land ownership and their ability to do things in the future. The CEQA document will be an 
informational item. Construction will not be able to go any further until the details are figured out. 
Alternatives need to be analyzed by Mr. Encinas and DWR. The major design work that is going 
to be carried out is design of the levee reconstruction. The CEQA part of this project will be mostly 
funded through the San Joaquin Restoration Program, but it is an integral part of this process. It 
facilitates more than just having this discussion, but rather having more information for the 
discussion so that we can come to an agreement. 

Mr. Frazier asked if this issue needs to go forward before a funding source can be identified. 

Mr. Donnelly replied that the funding source has been identified. Although, in order for the project 
to go forward, this needs to be done, since it is part of the planning and CEQA work that precedes 
the actual construction project. 

It was moved by Mr.Gibson and seconded by Mr. Garcia to approve staff's 
recommendation for Item F-2. The members unanimously passed the motion as follows: 

Roll Call Vote: 
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Name YES NO ABSTAIN 

Mr. Frazier X 
Mr. Garcia X 
Mr. Brandau X 
Mr. Bredefeld X 
Ms. Auston X 
Mr. Janzen X 
Ms. Vance X 
Mr. Gresham X 
Mr. Donnelly X 
Mr. Cash X 
Ms. Lucchesi X 
Ms. Finn X 
Ms. Forhan X 
Mr. Gibson X 

G. ADMINISTRATIVE AND COMMITTEE REPORTS 
Information Items. No action of the Board is recommended. 

G-1 Organizations' Reports: If time allows, the following oral reports will be provided 
for informational purposes only, and may be accompanied by written reports in the Board 
packet 

G-1a. San Joaquin River Parkway and Conservation Trust 
Ms. Sharon Weaver, the Executive Director of the San Joaquin River 
Parkway and Conservation Trust, reported that a crew from the American 
Conservation Experience will be working with them on the invasive weed 
management project, which is removing invasive species that are 
interfering with the San Joaquin River Restoration Program. River Parkway 
Trust staff were able to work out an agreement with the Conservancy to 
allow the crew to camp at Circle V Ranch. Hopefully this provides some 
benefit by having people out there to keep an eye on the property these 
next few weeks. She reported that the Owl Hollow Project is finally in 
progress. Construction is currently underway. The Parkway Trust has from 
September 1st- through October 31st, 2019 to get all of the construction 
completed. She mentioned that the contractor is making good-time and 
thinks they will have that all done sometime in November. She gave an 
invitation to all for the ribbon cutting of the project. 

G-1 b. RiverTree Volunteers 
No Report 

G-2 Deputy Attorney General Report 
Mr. Pai noted that there is nothing to report except introducing Deborah 
Halberstatd as the new liaison counsel from the Attorney General's Office to this 
Board. 

G-3 Executive Officer Report 
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Mr. Shelton stated that he has been doing quite a bit of outreach and has talked to 
the Madera Rancho Kiwanas, who are very interested in adopting the Wildwood 
Park and doing maintenance in that area. He had several discussions with tribal 
representatives and others, and there is some potential interest in doing a project 
along the river for cultural resources, to help identify what is already out there, and 
to do some enhancement. There is quite a long way before it becomes a concrete 
idea that'll get funded. Also, the Conservancy staff had a field trip with DFW and 
went to the FIINS Small Fry Trail up at the fish hatchery and then to Ball Ranch. 
Attempts are being made to get the DFW to put together a few proposals to do 
some project developments on areas that are the Conservancy and DFW property 
up at the hatchery. There are some ideas that can help us better unite the space 
between Lost Lake and the hatchery and some land where this work can be done. 
There are also fishery opportunities at Ball Ranch. Data loggers were put up for 
temperature recording to find out what sort of opportunities we may have on these 
ponds. Subsequently, he talked about other projects that were ongoing such as 
the fishing pier at Sycamore Island. DWR is getting ready to start the vegetation 
removal in preparation for construction. He also mentioned that progress is being 
made with the SLC and the River Conservancy at Tesoro Viejo. The Tesoro Viejo 
Conservancy (TVC) has applied to SLC for a lease of their lands as the start of the 
CEQA process. He mentioned that he has had a few meetings with the McCaffrey's 
regarding it, and will be attending their board meeting to continue discussions. This 
CEQA process is being done through SLC to permit river access through TVC over 
State Lands and then onto the Conservancy lands on Ledger Island and Ball 
Ranch. The Conservancy intends to use this process to have CEQA coverage to 
potentially repair, or to remove and replace the existing Leger Island bridge. 

He also reported on the Great Sierra River Cleanup, which included the San 
Joaquin River Parkway. There were three organizations all working at the same 
time. RiverTree covered Wildwood and the San Joaquin River Access Coalition 
area at the end of gravel hall road, Camp Pashayan and the River from Camp 
Pashayan to Kerman Road at Skaggs Bridge. RiverTree also coordinated with the 
other groups to accept trash in the roll-off bins they had available. The Parkway 
Trust did Sycamore Island and the Van Buran Units. The City of Fresno PARCS' 
Life and Environmental Sciences camp leaders covered the E pond at Spano, 
focusing on areas they've used for their events this last Summer. Mr. Shelton also 
mentioned that he was attempting to get a group together to turn some of the 
Parkway Master Plan's goals into SMART Objectives. In three weeks he will have 
a kickoff meeting of this group to figure out where they want to go. Lastly, Mr. 
Shelton reported that WCB invited the Conservancy to attend the Lower American 
River Parkway to see how things were operated. 

G-4 Board Members' Reports and Comments 
Ms. Vance mentioned that most of the adult salmon that have been documented 
in the Parkway reach of the San Joaquin River are not just those transported to 
this portion of the river, but had migrated up from the Delta on their own. This level 
of success for the Restoration Program is exciting. This illustrates that if there is a 
functioning channel from Friant Dam to the confluence with the Merced River, 
salmon will find their way up to the Parkway Reach. 

Mr. Donnelly thanked Madera County for taking an interest in coming up and 
joining them on the Lower American River Parkway tour. He is looking forward to 
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having more tours, and is thinking they might plan one for this coming 
spring/summer to look at another section of the Lower American River. He 
extended an invitation to all to come see the tour. 

Mr. Frazier shared that there was a movie for the REELZ channel that was shot 
over at Sycamore Island regarding the Zodiac Killer. They used different shots of 
the Pond to recreate Lake Berryessa. He said it was exciting. He is trying to get 
our logo to come up as the credits roll to thank the Conservancy, Parkway Trust, 
and Madera County. 

H. CLOSED SESSION 
Before convening in closed session, members of the public will be provided the opportunity 
to comment on Executive Session agenda items. 

Ms. Weaver commented in regards to item H-4. She asked if there will be an opportunity for the 
Board to present any potential settlement agreement to the public before gets voted on, as this 
has huge public interest. 

Mr. Pai responded yes, that under the Brown Act, all settlements have to be approved in open 
session. 

H-1 CONSULTATION WITH REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATORS 
Consultation with real property negotiators concerning terms of negotiations, 
including price and terms of payment pursuant to Government Code Section 
54956.8 

Property: Finch - Madera County (APN 051-200-025) 

Negotiating Parties: Clifford and Joan Finch 

Agency Negotiators: John Shelton, San Joaquin River Conservancy 
Daniel Vasquez, Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB) 

H-2 CONSULTATION WITH REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATORS 
Consultation with real property negotiators concerning terms of negotiations, 
including price and terms of payment pursuant to Government Code Section 
54956.8 
Property: County of Madera - Madera County (APN 049-085-023) 

Negotiating Parties: Eric Fleming, County Administrative Officer 

Agency Negotiators: John Shelton, San Joaquin River Conservancy 
Daniel Vasquez, Wildlife Conservation Board 

H-3 CONSULTATION WITH REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATORS 
Consultation with real property negotiators concerning terms of negotiations, 
including price and terms of payment pursuant to Government Code Section 
54956.8 
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Property: Moen Family Trust, Sycamore Island overlook and access 
Madera County (APNs 049-101-016 and 049-101-019) 

Negotiating Parties: Elizabeth Voge and Paul Moen 

Agency Negotiators: John Shelton, San Joaquin River Conservancy 
Daniel Vasquez, Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB) 

H-4 CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL-EXISTING LITIGATION 

Subdivision (a) of Government Code Section 54956.9. 

San Joaquin River Access Corporation v. San Joaquin River Conservancy and 
specified Board members, Superior Court of California, County of Fresno Case 
#19CECG01138 

Mr. Pai reported out of closed session that the Board has authorized the Attorney General's 
Office to retain a third-party mediator to further settlement discussions in regards to item H-4, 
and he reiterated that any settlement has to be approved by the Board in open session, per the 
Brown Act. 

I. NOTICE OF ADVISORY AND BOARD COMMITTEE MEETINGS, OTHER PUBLIC 
MEETINGS RELATED TO CONSERVANCY MATTERS 
None. 

J. NEXT BOARD MEETING DATE 
The next Board meeting is scheduled for 10:00 a.m. Wednesday, October 23, 2019, 
location to be determined. 

K. ADJOURN 
Board meeting notices, agendas, staff reports, and approved minutes are posted on the 
Conservancy's website, www.sjrc.ca.gov. For further information or if you need 
reasonable accommodation due to a disability, please contact the Conservancy at (559) 
253-7324. 

Mr. Frazier adjourned the meeting at 1 :00 pm. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

ohn M. Shelton 
xecutive Officer- San Joaquin River Conservancy 
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